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RC training is scheduled for Saturday September 7th.  Please sign up with either Kurt Carson or Jim 
Casto.  Our PRC crew will freshen up the curriculum since the January edition. We will include a big 
focus on familiarity with recording/scoring, with the goal to improve how the end result of all our race 
committee efforts -- the scores -- are accurately transferred to the final results.  Of course, we will still 
have a session on RC equipment, flags & start sequences as well as some motorboat driving & docking 
and anchoring.  

Each fleet should send minimum of 3 representatives, as we prepare for RC duty in the Indian Summer 
& Fall Series. 

AYC takes safety seriously 

As you know, Keel Fleet sent an email to all members about safety during Beer Can mark 
roundings, and I wrote a Telltale article last month touching on the same topic.  I am still working 
with Keel Fleet, and hope they will soon publish, diagrams of both-way mark roundings, since 
diagrams often illustrate the point better than just text.  I hope this diagram can be published by 
the Keel fleet prior to the November Keel fleet meeting, so that the 2020 Keel Fleet Board and the 
2020 AYC Board can have a mutually beneficial safety discussion about the 2020 Beer Can event. 

 
Although avoiding collisions is everyone responsibility, whether cruising, or racing, we seem to be 
having about one serious collision per Series at AYC this year.  We had another collision on the last 
day of Summer Evening series, fortunately no injuries.  Interestingly, the “at fault” boat had no 
insurance, and even though the skipper is doing the right thing by helping get the other boat fixed, I 
am sure the skipper wishes he had paid the insurance premiums, several years of which are usually 
cheaper than paying to fix damage from even one collision. 

Our regular AYC Series race course configuration has a potential safety challenge for our sailors, 
one that we discuss in PRC frequently, and have left in, as a compromise.  While the finish line is an 
obstruction (see SI 10.2), the start line is not.  This means you can, actually, sail through the start 
line either upwind or downwind while sailing your course, even while another fleet is starting their 
race, all lined up along that start line.  While many of our AYC members think sailing through a 
starting fleet is impolite and even dangerous, and therefore to be avoided, it is actually done fairly 
frequently, since the tactical advantage of sailing into that part of the lake is often hard to ignore.   

Indian Summer series will have a Centerboard start, to allow our local racers to tune up for the … 
Centerboard Regatta NOR is posted, the S.I.s will be posted by next week. 
 
The “scoring strategy team” is behind schedule, I have not made progress. 
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